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A final farewell to Dean Branham
by EMILY RAND
STAFF WRITER
Of the many changes Bates has undergone in
the past year, perhaps the most patent is the resig¬
nation of Celeste Branham, Bates’ Dean of
Students for the past 24 years. Branham was also
married for nearly 26 years to the late Bates
Professor of Rhetoric Robert J. Branham.
Throughout her time at Bates, Branham made a
number of significant contributions to Bates as the
Dean of Students, a staunch supporter of minori¬
ties, and a lifelong mentor.
One of the most notable contributions Branham
made during her time here is her encouragement
of study abroad programs; in recent years the
number of students seeking international experi¬
ence has increased from less than 50 percent to
more than 70 percent.
Branham is also credited with bolstering cam¬
pus security and overseeing the hire of Bates’
new director of the Office of Security and
Campus Safety, Thomas Carey ’73.
As Dean of Students, Branham’s job involved
overseeing all aspects of student life, ranging
from residential life to first-year programming.
She also supervised ongoing initiatives relating to
alcohol, sexual assault, and retention issues.
“The role of Dean of Students is the hardest job
on campus,” said Bates President Elaine Hansen.
“We were lucky to have someone as committed as
Dean Branham.”
Branham’s responsibilities at Bates also includ¬
ed service on the president’s senior staff, on the
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Dean F. Celeste Branham
president’s council, and in several other senior
management positions. Starting in 1996,
Branham convened the Hate Crime-Bias Incident
Committee, a group that responds with campus

announcements to public and anonymous bias
incidents and hate crimes.
“Celeste and I worked together very closely
during my time here,” said President Hansen.

“She is a well organized and thorough person who
always takes an intelligent approach to difficult
issues.”
Perhaps Branham’s aptitude for her work at
Bates is due in part to the amount of experience
she had before even arriving at the College.
Educated in Lewiston parochial schools,
Branham graduated from Lewiston High School
with honors. She obtained a bachelor’s degree,
magna cum laude, from the University of Maine,
and completed her master's in public administra¬
tion with distinction at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. She also completed a
higher education management program at
Harvard.
From 1978 to 1980, she served in the adminis¬
trations of Maine governors James Longley and
Joseph Brennan as a policy analyst, but transi¬
tioned to educational administration as Associate
Dean at Bates in 1980. Branham became acting
Dean of the College in 1985 and Dean of Students
in 1986.
In the early 1980s, Gov. Brennan appointed
Branham to serve two terms as chair of the Maine
Commission for Women. During that time, this
commission removed the marital rape exception
from state statutes, passed the first Family
Medical Leave Act in the nation - upon which the
federal law was modeled - and got an Equal
Rights Amendment through the Maine State
Legislature. Branham also served two terms as the
secretary of the board of the Maine Civil Liberties
See BRANHAM, p. 6

THREE DEAN OF STUDENTS CANDIDATES VISIT UPDATE ON JB DRUG
A briefreview ofthe resumes ofthe three potential candidates
by NIRAJ CHOKSHI
NEWS EDITOR
After sifting through 90 resumes and nearly a
dozen phone interviews, the Dean of Students
Search Committee has narrowed the list of poten¬
tial candidates down to three: Joe Bertolino, Dean
for Community Development at Barnard College
of Columbia University; Joe Tolliver, Dean of the
College at Haverford College; and Richard
Ferraro, Dean of Students at Bucknell University.
All three candidates were invited to give pre¬
sentations at Bates and all three accepted.
Bertolino was the first to present on Tuesday, May
4. Bertolino, with his partner, Bil Leipold, spoke
to the freshman class earlier this year in a presen¬
tation titled “When the Gays Move into Mr.

Roger's Neighborhood.”
Bertolino is a former president of Delta Tau
Kappa and vice president Psi Chi. In 1988, he
began his career as a social worker in New Jersey,
where he worked for two years. He then moved
on to become the Director of Greek Affairs and the
Resident Director at East Stroudsburg University
from 1990 to 1994. From 1994 to 1996 Bertolino
became the Director of Student Activities at the
State University of New York at Westbury. In
1996, he moved to Barnard College of Columbia
University where he was Director of College
Activities, Director of Residential Life, and
Associate Dean for Residential Life & College
Activities. He is currently an academic advisor
and Dean for Community Development at
Barnard.
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Joe Tolliver, Dean of the College at Haverford College, addresses a group of
faculty and students.

Joe Tolliver spoke in Carnegie 204 at 1:30 on
Thursday, May 6. Tolliver’s career began in 1973,
when he worked as Pace University’s Associate
Director Student Affairs until 1978. From 1978 to
1983 Tolliver worked as the Director of Student
Affairs at Barnard College, after which he was the
Assistant Dean of Students at Trinity College.
Tolliver then worked as Associate Dean of the
College and Dean of Student Life at Connecticut
College from 1987 to 1991. From 1991 to 1998
Tolliver acted as Dean of Student Affairs at
Skidmore College. In 1998 he moved to his cur¬
rent job as Dean of the College at Haverford
College.
The final Dean of Students candidate is Richard
Ferraro, who will make his presentation today at
1:30 in Carnegie 204. Ferraro began his educa¬
tional career as a research assistant at the
University of Wisconsin Madison in 1974, where
he returned in 1977 as a research assistant. In the
interim period, he was a Teaching Assistant at
Johns Hopkins University. From 1980 to 1985
Ferraro was a Counselor and Dean at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. He then
moved to Emory College to become Assistant
Dean in 1985 and he remained until 1988. He then
moved to William and Mary College, where he
was the Assistant Dean from 1989 to 1995 and an
Instructor in European History from 1995 to 1996.
From 1995 to 2000, Ferraro was the Dean of
Students at the School of General Studies. Ferraro
has been the Dean of Students at Bucknell
University since 2000.
Dockets on the Dean of Students position as
well as the three candidates can be found on
reserve in the Library. A recommendation for the
next Dean of Students will be made to President
Hansen, who has the right to accept or veto the
recommendation. Plans are that the new Dean of
Students will take over at the beginning of next
semester.

BUST, STUDENT
FACES FIVE YEARS
by NIRAJ CHOKSHI
NEWS EDITOR
On February 26, the Lewiston Police
Department (LPD), in conjunction with the
Lewiston branch of the Maine Drug
Enforcement Agency (MDEA), confiscated
10 ounces (283.5 grams) of marijuana from
John Bertram Hall. Since then, John Ivers,
whose room the marijuana was taken from
has been indicted on “one count of aggra¬
vated trafficking in schedule Z drugs,”
according to Lieutenant Paul Harmon of the
LPD. Ivers, 20, is a junior and a resident of
West Boylston, MA.
Ivers’ possession of marijuana constitutes
a class C felony, for which he may poten¬
tially serve “up to five years,” according to
Harmon. Harmon added, “in addition to the
prison time, there can be a fine, or a combi¬
nation of the two.” Harmon also explained
that Ivers may be sentenced but then given
the option to forgo the sentence by paying a
fine. It is still unknown how the MDEA
became aware of Ivers’ possession of mari¬
juana.
Ivers’ case will be placed on a “trailing
docket” - a list of cases awaiting sentencing
- and, Harmon believes, it will still be some
time until Ivers receives his sentence.
Ivers’ penalty could have potentially been
magnified because he was in possession of
the drugs on a college campus, across the
street from a middle school and near a day
care.
An undisclosed amount of cash, a scale,
and documents were also confiscated during
the raid.
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Forum
ENJOY YOURSELF DEAN BRANHAM
In two consecutive issues, The Student received laudatory letters
to the editor bidding Dean F. Celeste Branham a fond farewell and
thanking her for the service and dedication she provided the
College. For the past 24 years, Dean Branham provided steady ded¬
ication to students at Bates. Her sudden resignation announcement
caught us all by surprise. Yet this announcement brought to light all
the care and attention Dean Branham has offered over the years. She
has been a longtime advocate of underrepresented populations and
we appreciate her for that. Dean Branham often provided open
office hours throughout the week and did her best to help students
when they were in need. From discussing athletics and academics
to residential and extracurricular life, Dean Branham’s responsibili¬
ties cut across many areas in a student’s experience at Bates.
Moreover, her eagerness to get involved with students in the com¬
munity has set an example for the administration to see the impor¬
tance of acquainting the student body with affairs beyond the Bates
Bubble.
Dean Branham has many valuable abilities that will surely serve
her well in any path she chooses to take after Bates. We at The
Student thank Dean Branham for the support she has given us
throughout her tenure here, and wish her the best of luck in her
future endeavors.

Dean of Students
Search Process Flawed
The Dean of Students Search Committee has demonstrated
efficiency since its formation late in the winter semester. The
search committee consists of 10 members, including three stu¬
dents, and is chaired by Dean of Admissions Wylie Mitchell. It
has narrowed down its search for a candidate to succeed Dean
Branham to three candidates. Fortunately, all three have been
invited to campus in the past two weeks of Short Term.
Unfortunately, the search committee has made situations
remarkably difficult for the student body to take full advantage
of getting acquainted with the final list of candidates during
their recent campus visits.
After reading through the list of Short Term courses offered, it
appears that, of the 77 courses offered (some overlap exists
between departments), there are 38 classes that meet when dur¬
ing the times the committee scheduled candidates to offer pub¬
lic presentations. The opportunity for students to meet and
evaluate candidates to be our next Dean of Students is a valu¬
able one, and the search committee ought to make every oppor¬
tunity easily available to take advantage of meeting the person
who will be our chief liaison with the administration. A public
presentation by our future Dean of Students defeats its purpose
when only half of the student body is even able to attend. It is
unfair at best and downright discriminatory at worst to exclude
many from an event whom this new administrator will primari¬
ly serve.
When the search committee first convened, President Hansen
and Dean Mitchell recommended that two students sit on the
committee and, at the student body’s request, Bates College
Student Government President Jamil Zraikat rightfully lobbied
the administration to get a third student on the committee. As
the search committee comes upon the final weeks of selecting
our next Dean of Students, we hope Dean Mitchell will solicit
more student advice on the candidates in more thoughtful and
inclusive ways, as we have the largest stake in the new Dean’s
relationship with the college._

_Tuesday, May 11, 2004
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BATES DEMOCRATS IN SUPPORT OF ROTUNDO
To the Editor:
As Bates Democrats leave for the sumnier, looking forward to an exciting
campaign in the fall, we need to be
reminded of just one more civic duty
that we have before the summer begins:
voting for Peggy Rotundo for Maine
Senate in the Lewiston Democratic primary.
Peggy has been a long time friend to
Bates students and has spent many
years fighting for those causes important to the people of Lewiston and of
Maine. In the recent legislative session, she continued her fight for fair
education funding, attention to higher
education, and preserving the right of
students enrolled in Maine to vote in
Maine. She worked hard for and got
passed LD 1815, an act to establish free
trade and democracy, a policy requiring
the state to review and report the
impact of trade agreements on the
Maine economy. At their recent Rising
Tide Dinner, the Maine Peoples
Alliance recognized Senator Rotundo’s
continued service and dedication to
progressive causes in Maine.
Her
proven leadership and dedication make

her an irreplaceable State Senator that
should all support.
Her opponent in this primary has fun¬
damentally different views than Peggy
and most progressive Democrats. He is
a former Republican and has led many
causes opposing gay rights and repro¬
ductive rights. He is taking advantage
of the Democratic primary system in
Maine to attempt to win the nomination.
It is important that Democrats
who value responsible progressive policies take action to keep Peggy in office,
I urge every registered Lewiston
Democrat to take a moment to fill out
an absentee ballot request form. They
can be downloaded from the Secretary
of State’s office or a request form can
be sent to you. When that form is
returned to the Lewiston City Clerk’s
office, a ballot will be mailed to you.
The process is very easy, and will allow
you to contribute to an important primary election. If you do your part,
Peggy Rotundo will be your candidate
for Sate Senate when you return to
campus in the fall,
Paul J. Brunetti
President of Bates Democrats

FURTHER PRAISE OF DEAN BRANHAM
To the Editor:
I concur wholeheartedly with Kathy
Graff Low’s letter to the editor entitled
“Thank You Celeste”. I can add little to
her eloquent letter. For over twenty
years, Celeste and I have dealt with
many difficult and often life-threatening
situations. Her compassion, brilliance
and dedication to what is best for each

student has been evident in each deci¬
sion. It has been a privilege and an
honor to work under her leadership.
Her presence will be missed in ways we
can only imagine. As a wonderful student said, “It is as if the Hathorn bell
has been silenced”,
Christy Tisdale
Director of Health Services
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GAME ROOM UNDERFUNDED I have never had sex...
.Tames Liddell
Opinion Writer

When I think of the game room, I think of a
place where cultures merge and different
tongues are spoken—a bastion of acceptance in
a world of bitter solitude. Okay, maybe that’s a
little over the top, but the game room’s value
must not be overlooked. And I know I am not
alone on this one.
The game room is a place where egos are
tested and friendships are made. It’s a place for
post-meal procrastination and ping-pong domi¬
nation. Most importantly, it is a place where
time stops. It is a haven from the rigor that
dominates the average student’s academic life
at Bates. When playing in the game room,
nothing matters except for how soon before it is
your turn at the ping-pong tables. It is because
of the game room’s special value that I, along
with many other students, were extremely dis¬
appointed to read about its fate in last week’s
issue of The Student.
Despite the greatness of the game room, it
still has many flaws, mainly very old and inad¬
equate equipment. The pool tables need a lot of
work, new cue sticks are a must, and the pingpong tables aren’t exactly in “mint condition.”
However, I, along with many of my fellow
ping-pong playing buddies, have accepted the
sub-par conditions of the ping-pong tables.
Although the condition of the billiards tables,
when matched with broken cue sticks, often
makes playing pool impossible, the ping-pong
tables have always remained playable. We have
accepted that, for a school like Bates, it was
probably the best we could do in the ping-pong
department.

With these arguments on my plate, 1 went to
talk to Dean Tannenbaum about the fate of the
game room. From my conversation with him, I
gathered that the whole issue regarding the
future of the game room is somewhat compli¬
cated. According to Dean Tannenbaum, his
request for the money needed to renovate the
room was turned down, so he proposed a dif¬
ferent renovation pattern. In this pattern, the
majority of the game room would be trans¬
formed into a dancing area, and the remaining
area would have one pool table and one pingpong table. However, it is not clear whether
this plan will be accepted by the budget com¬
mittee either.
If Dean Tannenbaum gets turned down
again, then the game room will most likely
remain untouched and ready for more pingpong battles in the fall (although the billiard
splayers will continue to get the shaft—no pun
intended).
Despite this possible, somewhat positive,
outcome (good for ping-pong players, but bad
for pool players), there is something else that
can be taken out of this: our college is not will¬
ing to shell out the bucks for renovations until
the long planning/remodeling process is com¬
plete.
We are told about all the plans currently
underway to renovate the Bates campus and its
facilities. We are also told that it will be at least
several years until the fruits of this ambitious
operation will be available for the students’
benefit.
I understand that this requires
patience, but that doesn’t mean that we should
adhere to the ethos that things are just going to
stay the way they are until then.
Our school has the astonishing ability to hold
forums discussing the importance of reflection
and leisure time at President’s home while at
the same time denying funding for a very pop¬
ular vehicle for indulging in these same essen¬
tial activities.

Mike Lopez
Humor Columnist

...on the third floor of the library during my four
years at Bates College.
I’ve done a lot of pretty neat stuff though.
Where should I begin?
Well, one day I jumped in the Puddle. I jumped
in the Puddle without wearing very many clothes.
I jumped into the Puddle wearing no clothes. I
pretended I was scuba diving in the Puddle. I tried
scuba diving in the Puddle. I couldn’t scuba dive
in the Puddle. I left the Puddle, and yes, I took a
shower.
I celebrated 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st, and 22nd
birthday parties. None of them were mine. I am
not really ever sure whose they were. That never
matters.
I drank Beast and I drank Gritty’s. I filled red
solo cups up with Beast and handed those red solo
cups over to a female and called myself a gentle¬
man. Then I realized that the female was my sis¬
ter. This made me sketchy.
I threw ping pong balls into red solo cups filled
with juice. I threw ping pong balls into red solo
cups filled with jungle juice. Off course, I was offcampus at the time.
I stayed up all night as a freshman in Pettengill
studying for final exams. I drank three Red Bulls.
I came into Pettengill as a senior during exam
week. Someone may or may not have slipped
something into my Red Bulls before I drank them.
I lived in Roger Williams as a freshman. I lived
with a kid who enjoyed fencing. He moved out,
thankfully before fencing me.
I lived in Rand as a sophomore. I tried to live
in JB as a junior. I lived in Village as a senior.
I ate at Commons. I ate chicken parm on
Sundays, corned beef hash on Mondays, omelets
on Tuesdays, crispitoes on Wednesdays, omelets
on Thursdays, hamburgers on Fridays, and chick¬
en patties on Saturdays. I don’t think I will ever
stop that pattern.
I complained about Commons. I complained
about the cup size. I complained about the lack of
meat. I heard others complain about the lack of
vegetarian food. I ate the sesame nuggets and the
chicken nuggets. I threw both across the salad bar.
It was exam week, before I walked into Pettingill
with the Red Bull.
I climbed to the top of Mt. David during my
first week of school wearing by Bates Class of
2004 T-shirt. I’ll do the same during my last week
of school, though I’m not sure I’ll be wearing any¬
thing at the time.
I took a poli sci class because I heard it was

THE FCC WON’T LET STERN BE
John Klumpp
Contributing Writer

Consider Howard Stem: the lewd, obscene talkshow host who is a highly vocal critic of President
Bush, and has been slapped with huge fines for
offenses virtually identical to those Oprah commit¬
ted on her show. Yet, as of now, Oprah has not been
hit by a single fine. Of course, anyone can see that
Oprah’s show is different from Stem’s - that’s
where government discretion comes in. But what
if (and I do not suggest this is the case) the “differ¬
ence” that the FCC saw between Stem and Oprah
was that while, Oprah avoided politics, Stem was
consistently critical of the president (the same
president who has file power to appoint the chair¬
man of the FCC). How would we know? Could
the FCC actually change the outcome of an elec¬
tion by using its broad powers of discretion to tar¬
get political voices?
Since the attacks of 9/11, America has suffered
from a terrible awareness that it is in danger.
However, what threatens America is not al Qaeda,
Iraq, or any other external force; rather, America is
threatened from within. If our freedom begins to
wane, it will not be the result of a bomb or a for¬
eign conspiracy, but of the problems we have
known about all along, and yet have done nothing.
That is why it is important, at this critical moment,
to do something about the FCC’s unprecedented
campaign against those who wish to speak their
minds.
The campaign began immediately after Janet
Jackson’s infamous breast-baring at the Super
Bowl - a slip-up seen by millions of viewers of all
ages. There was, of course, a wave of criticism,
and the FCC was inundated with letters from angry
parents demanding that it protect their children.
The FCC responded by issuing a highly unpubli¬
cized slew of fines and investigations on a wide
range of television and radio entertainers, from
Howard Stem to Oprah. These climaxed when
media giant Clear Channel dropped Stem from
their six radio stations, ostensibly as the result of

half-million-dollar FCC fines. This backfired on
the FCC when Stem, using the dozens of stations
from which he had not been dropped, launched a
surprisingly effective verbal campaign against cen¬
sorship. Since then, a broad public debate has
raged over the extent to which the First
Amendment limits the FCC’s power, and how
much we as Americans are willing to sacrifice our
freedom to protect our children. In the meantime
the FCC rages on, stoppable only by united public
opinion.
It is important to realize that this debate is not

See KLUMPP, p.4
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easy. I took a Chinese film class because I heard
it was easy. I took a Religion and Film class and a
Public Discourse class because I heard the profes¬
sors were among the school’s best. They were.
I didn’t take a Caspi. I may be the only person
in the school who can claim this fact. I am the
only football player in the school who can claim
this fact.
I ran on Garcelon Field, Russell Street Field,
and Leahy Field. I ran on the turf and on the track.
I ran during football and I ran during flag football.
I ran to catch a ball during IM softball, and I ran to
shoot a ball during IM basketball. In both cases, I
fell down.
I ran for election to the RA. I ran during snow¬
ball fights and water fights. Only in Maine did
both happen in the same month.
I ran to Russell Street to buy alcohol.
Unfortunately, I ran out of it this past weekend.
Fortunately, I never had to do a “Naked Run.”
I played football for four years. I won seven
games, with four of them coming against one
team. I beat Williams. The score was 10-7.
I kept up with other sports teams. My heart was
broken again by the Red Sox. I saw the Patriots
win two Super Bowls and end up on the cover of
Sports Illustrated. I saw my best friend in Sports
Illustrated. Her name is Liz Wanless, and she’s a
lot hotter than Tom Brady.
I kept up with current events. I cried in my
room during 9/11. I cried in Commons with my
friends during 9/11. I cried in Commons for my
friends during 9/11. My jaw dropped when I saw
the statue of Saddam Hussein topple to the ground.
I skipped out on a lot of things, perhaps too
many. I missed the labyrinth in the cage, Yan-caacook, the Glutton Bowl, and all four Newman
days. I still haven’t seen the peace dree, but I think
it’s still there. I missed Noonday concerts, after¬
noon concerts, and evening concerts. I did go to
Ben Harper and Counting Crows, but missed
Guster and the Gin Blossoms.
I never once missed a Halloween Dance, an 80s
dance, or the Gala. At least from what I remem¬
ber.
I wore spandex to Lick It as a first-year. I was
too cool to go as a senior. Well, I thought I was too
cool as a senior. Okay, fine, I was too sober.
I partied at Blue House and Small House. I partied at 218 and Villages 123. I partied in the
lounges of JB and Rand. I partied at Oak and Elm,
Vale, Nichols, Wood, and Shapiro. Most of the
time, I had fun. All of the time, I was sweating.
I wore a Red Sox hat one day and a sombrero
the next. I wore Bates shirts, hats, and sweatpants.
I wore Bates shirts, hats, and sweatpants, and then
gave them to my family for birthday presents. I
never wore an article of clothing made by North
Face, but once I saw someone who was.
I said hi to the Hi-guy and the deans in the same
setting. I said hi to the class president, hi to the
school president, and hi to someone on campus
who was running for President. I said hi to the
Bates security guards. I said hi to a Bates security
guard at Rockin’ Robbins night club.
I spent most Sunday mornings at Bagels ’n’
Things. I went to Applebees, 99’s, and Gippers
with the boyz. I went to Graziano’s, Margarita’s,
and Davinci’s with a girl. I took a girl to 99’s, saw
the boyz, and they gave me a birthday candle. It
wasn’t my birthday.
I went to Pub 33, the Goose, Rack-em-up, Fast
Breaks, Muddy Watters, and Boondoggles.
Usually they were fun nights. Usually I saw Bates
freshmen. I was still always sweating.
I studied in Pettengill and the library. I studied
outside the chapel and on football road trips. I
studied math equations and Middlebury’s defense
at the same table. I took bathroom breaks in the
library just to sit in the copy room bathroom and
read the sports page. No one ever knocked.
I watched the “O.C.” and “Sports Center”. I
believed that if Class of 2004 President Eduardo
Crespo were on “The Apprentice,” he would have
won. I skipped out on “Survivor”, “The
Bachelor”, “The Bachelorette”, “Average Joe”,
and “America’s Next Top Model.”
Alas, my softball team named ourselves
“America’s Next Top Model.” Our motto is ‘we
play the field.’ Our biggest strengths are our
enthusiasm, willingness to prepare for the game,
and knowledge of the positions and which base to
run to. Our biggest weakness is ‘talent.’ We were
down 6-0 after the first inning of our first game.
I ran contests during halftime of Bates basket¬
ball games. I lost contests during halftime of

See LOPEZ, p.4
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Gibson distorts history in ‘Passion’
by

NATHAN HARRINGTON
OPINION COLUMNIST

Surely I am the wrong person to be writing a
response to Mel Gibson’s film “The Passion of
the Christ.” After all, I missed the final ten min¬
utes as a consequence of my decision to walk
out of the theater along with my two friends.
I’ve seen plenty of bad movies, mind you, films
that are an utter waste of my time and of the
resources that were used to make them by virtue
of their failure to entertain, challenge, or
enlighten. Yet I have never left the theater
before the credits rolled. But for me, ‘The
Passion of the Christ” required a very different
response precisely because it does it not belong
to that depressingly large category of “bad
movies.” I walked out because it is something
much worse.
Much of the reaction to “The Passion of the
Christ” will revolve around its scriptural accu¬
racy, a matter complicated by the fact that each
of the four books (Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John) that comprise the Gospels gives a slightly
different narrative of Jesus’ capture, judgment,
and crucifixon. But if we accept that any dra¬
matic representation of a written narrative con¬
tains heavy doses of embellishment, hearsay,
and sheer imagination, the relevant questions
then become: How does the artist fill in the
blanks? Which aspects of the story does he
choose to emphasize, and which does he neg¬
lect? These are not merely artistic choices.
When depicting one of the central stories of a
major world religion, they become theological.
No one, least of all Gibson himself, denies

m

that he went all out with the blood and brutality.
This choice has frequently been justified by the
claim that we must “face the full reality of what
happened.” Yet Gibson has no more precise
information than anyone else how many times
Jesus was lashed, how far he had to carry the
cross, or how much blood there was. Of the
thousands of artists who have depicted the
Passion in paint, sculpture, theater, and film
during these past 2000 years, virtually none
have shown as much blood or brutality as
Gibson. “The Apostles who wrote the Gospels
considered the torture so unimportant that none
provide any description of it.”
Yet Gibson subjects his viewers to over an
hour of it, adding numerous gory details, such
as Mary mopping up Jesus’ blood around the
whipping post, which have absolutely no scrip¬
tural basis. The sensation of horror and revul¬
sion generated is so strong that it overwhelms
and obscures the rest of the story. Conservative
Christians who claim to take the Bible literally
should be furious.
While anti-Semitism rages in the Muslim
world as a consequence of Israel’s occupation of
Palestine, “The Passion of the Christ” feeds
Christian anti-Semitism at its deepest, most irra¬
tional roots by reinforcing the poisonous myth
that the Jews killed Christ. It’s hard to overstate
how much damage this idea has done in the last
2000 years. Whenever Christians have attacked
Jews, it has shown up as a justification, from the
expulsion from Spain in 1492 through the
Holocaust to the neo-Nazis who vandalize
Jewish cemeteries in present-day Europe.
Gibson’s film depicts the Jews as bloodthirsty

monsters while giving the viewer little context
to understand why they felt so threatened by
Jesus. It fails miserably to convey the reasons
for Jesus’ crucifixion: his message of radical
nonviolence, his championing of the poor and
denunciation of the rich, his insistence on the
equality of races, ethnicities and genders, and
his wholesale, almost anarchist rejection of the
established systems of authority and power,
both Roman and Jewish.
The Pharisees stirred up the people against
Jesus because his message of radical social
change posed a grave threat to their privileged
positions. They gained popular support for his
crucifixion not because the Jewish masses were
inherently blood thirsty (as the film would seem
to indicate), but because they feared the
Pharisees’ authority. The society as a whole was
simply not ready for Jesus’ ideas. Thus the idea
that Christ died for our sins means, in part, that
he died as a result of our complicity in systems
of oppression and injustice, but you would
never know it by watching “The Passion of the
Christ.”
In short, Gibson has taken one of the most
beautiful and complex stories in human history
and reduced it to a grotesque display of brutal
violence in which bodily torment stands in for
spiritual depth. He has stripped it of the histori¬
cal context and political implications that give
the story its true power, more than any amount
of blood ever could. This is not just another
example of Hollywood’s intellectual and artistic
bankruptcy. It is a gross and willful misrepre¬
sentation of the Christian faith itself, and it must
be challenged.

THE BEST CHOICE FOR DEMOCRATIC VP?
.Jacob Johnston
Opinion Columnist

Now that John Kerry .has essentially wrapped
up the Democratic Party nomination, his focus
has turned to selecting a running mate. In order
to give himself the best chance of beating Bush
in November, Kerry needs to select an experi¬
enced, charismatic vice president. Ideally, the
vice-presidential candidate would be able to
deliver at least one swing state and would poss¬
es enough name recognition to contribute to
Kerry’s national campaign. With these attrib¬
utes in mind, Kerry’s choice for vice president
will most likely come from a short- list of can¬
didates including Senator John Edwards,
Senator Evan Bayh, Governor Bill Richardson,
Representative Dick Gephardt, and Governor
Tom Vilsack.
Retiring Senator John Edwards was catapult¬
ed into the national consciousness during the
Democratic primary, in which he was Kerry’s
final serious competitor for the presidential
nomination. Edwards’ run in the primary and
his personal charisma have given him national

name recognition. However, there are questions
about his ability to furnish Kerry with electoral
votes in November. Many of the states in which
Edwards performed well in the primary are
solidly Republican and unlikely to go for Kerry
regardless of his vice president.
Senator Evan Bayh of Indiana, a fiscal con¬
servative and social moderate, has earned a
place on Kerry’s short list despite his relative
obscurity. Bayh’s appeal to moderate voters
and his potential influence on swing states in the
Midwest make him an attractive running mate.
Unfortunately, Bayh does not have a national
presence, nor does he provide the type of pop¬
ulist charisma that many in the Kerry campaign
feel will be a necessary attribute during the elec¬
tion.
Bill Richardson, the Governor of New
Mexico, is the most complete candidate for the
vice presidency. A former Ambassador to the
United Nations and United States Energy
Secretary, Richardson has extensive foreign
policy experience and has a record of connect¬
ing extremely well with voters. Governor
Richardson is poised to deliver New Mexico, a
state decided by 365 votes in 2000, into the
Kerry camp. Selecting Richardson as his run¬
ning mate would also increase Kerry’s appeal to
Latino voters, one of the most coveted demo¬
graphics of 2004. However, Richardson has
denied any interest in the vice presidency, stat-

ing that he is happy as Governor of New
Mexico.
Representative Dick Gephardt of Missouri,
Kerry’s personal friend and a long-time leader
in the Democratic Party, has the experience,
connections, and rapport with Kerry to make
him a successful vice president. However,
Gephardt presided over a disappointing presi¬
dential campaign and bowed out of the race
early. Supporters of Gephardt for vice president
have compared his position as a party insider to
that of Dick Cheney in 2000.
Iowa Governor Tom Vilsack was, at one point
.considered a very strong candidate for the vice
presidency. However, as Bayh has emerged as
a viable, Midwestern candidate, and since
Vilsack failed to endorse Kerry until after the
Iowa caucus, his chances of being selected as
Kerry’s running mate are slim.
His apparent lack of interest in the vice pres¬
idency aside, Bill Richardson’s charisma, name
recognition, and, most importantly, his ability to
deliver electoral votes give him the best chance
of being Kerry’s running mate in November.
John Edwards’ performance in the primary elec¬
tion makes him a close second to Richardson,
while Bayh and Gephardt are a more distant
third and fourth, respectively. The prospects of
Vilsack, Senators Hillary Clinton, Bill Nelson,
Bob Graham and retired General Wesley Clark
all appear to be dim at best.

Digitz
50
Million dollars given to
Middlebury College by a
single anonymous donor
last week.
13
Million dollars that the
Bates Office of Alumni
and Parent Giving
expects to raise this year.
2708.43
Miles that Lilly, a Siamese
cat, traveled in a drawer
from Tarrytown, NY to
Reno, NV. Her owners
mistakenly shut her in a
bureau, which was then
loaded into a truck for
the cross-country move.
Lilly survived the 2-week
journey.
25
Dollar fine for anyone
who displays a dog in a
window in the town of
Gaston, NC.
1,000

Students tested by Dr.
Roger Solett in his quest
to prove that kids who
are exposed to country
music score lower on IQ
tests than those exposed
to rock & roll. “Country
music makes kids stupid,”
Solett said. “It’s the mind¬
warping lyrics.” Solett is
the former director of the
prestigious Chopin
Symphony and a profes¬
sor of music.

Who draws the line? THE END OF 4 TEARS AS A BATESIE
ly impossible to control. As aptly stated by opinion
columnist
Jeff Jarvis, “If the government is going
Continued from p.3
to regulate speech, where’s the line and who’s
about Howard Stem or about indecency. It is about
going to draw it? Is it at the least common denom¬
the right of the American people to freely voice
inator that makes all media safe for 5-year-olds? Is
their thoughts and opinions. The argument of lim¬
it at the church door that makes all media safe for
iting speech to protect the children is dangerous
church ladies? Is it at my car door so I can still lis¬
because it causes us to take for granted that the
ten to Stem? Is the line going to be drawn just on
government even has the right to do so. That right,
broadcast or will it extend to cable and satellite once given, is very difficult to take back and near¬
and the Internet? Will the censored be just shock
jocks - or newsmakers or bloggers?”
The people as a whole will be inevitably
divided over where the line should be
drawn, and the question is thus left to the
Guaranteed chance to become
government. This is exactly what the
First Amendment is meant to prevent.
one of the newest and largest wave
Freedom of speech cannot and must not
of millionaires in history with
be left to government discretion.
6 months to 5 years.
Regardless of our personal feelings
$20 US to join.
about Howard Stem, we must all stand
1-866-966-2333 or
beside him in his batde against govern¬
ment censorship lest we find one day
http://www.coyfs.com/2004.html
our voices being silenced.
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GRADUATE DEBT FREE!

LOPEZ
Continued from p.3
Bates basketball games. My pub crawl partner is
the captain of one of these basketball squads. She
can win contests, as judged by her recent efforts in
Portland. She won a thong contest. I didn’t. We
make a good team. I suspect we will struggle to
win the Pub Crawl. Sort of like my softball team
struggles, which isn’t surprising, because she is
captain of that as well.
I’ve grown up. I have had cousins getting mar
ried and boyz already engaged to get married this
summer. I can’t even engage in conversation
about marriage, much less actually be a part of a
wedding, and much less be the groom. Good
news: I can dance at weddings. After all, I took a
hip-hop dance class with three other guys and fif¬
teen other girls. Naturally, I spent the most time
dancing with the three guys.
I complained about Bates. I complained about
single-ply toilet paper. I complained about a cam¬
pus that won’t allow hard alcohol but offers a bartending course. I complained about a campus that

doesn’t require SAT scores but will now count
short term towards their students’ GPAs.
I complained about Nalgene bottles. I now own
a Nalgene bottle. I complained about the word
“Batesie.” I now call myself a “Batesie.” I com¬
plained about cell phones on campus. I used mine
in Commons this morning.
I’m about to graduate. I’m about to play Dido
instead of D12, jobs instead of jokes, apartments
instead of ACS, frozen dinners instead of baked
haddock and a night of Snood.
I’m about to stop complaining about Bates. I’m
about to have three weeks left to stop complaining
about Bates. I’m about to have three weeks with
nothing to do. I have no reason to complain about
Bates.
I’m about to be left with three weeks left to find
a job and find a place to live. I’m about to put
those decisions off.
I’m about to have the best three weeks of my
life.
I’m about to leave the best four years behind.
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Debate team ends stellar year
The Brooks Quimby Debate Council wraps up record-breaking year
by EVAN CARLSON
STAFF WRITER
It is official: the Brooks Quimby Debate
Club (BQDC) is on fire! The performance
of the club hearkens back to the height of
Bates’ debating tradition fifty years ago,
when rhetoric was a mandatory part of the
curriculum.
This year, however, despite being an
extracurricular activity, the number of stu¬
dents participating with the BQDC nearly
doubled and they demonstrated a passion
for oration that bred some fantastic suc¬
cesses at the highest levels. “This year
was amazing for us,” explains firstyear
Vaibhav Bajpai. “The novice debaters
brought some outstanding skill as at least
one novice team managed to make it to
novice breaks at every tournament.”
The success of the club goes beyond the
talents of the novice debaters participating
for their first year, as the BQDC are send¬
ing four teams to compete in American
Parliamentary Debate Nationals. Three
two-person teams did well enough to be
given full seatings, including Drew Jarboe
’05 and Chris Laconi ’05, Ryan Creighton
’07 and Michael Neville-O’Neill ’07, and
Vaibhav Bajpai ’07 and John DeCarlo ’06.
Ryan Shepard ’04 and Michael Metzger
’06 also qualified for the tournament as
free seats.
“These results were produced by the
diverse array of novice and varsity talent
that the BQDC has to offer,” explains
club vice president Drew Jarboe. “In

order to qualify for nationals, a debater
must compete in a final round at any
tournament throughout the year.” With
strong
second-place
finishes
at
Bowdoin,
Wesleyan,
and
Clark
University, the BQDC secured these
seats at nationals.
Bajpai credits the BQDC coach, along
with the natural talent the team, as essen¬
tial to the team’s improvement. His tute¬
lage was an integral part of Bates’ rank
in the league, as they enter the National
Finals fourth, behind behemoth institu¬
tions of the Ivy League Harvard,
Princeton and Yale. The high placings
that the team had in the varsity teams at
Cambridge University in England, as
well as the first-place finish of NevilleO’Neill and Creighton in the novice
competition, are further tes'taments to
Brito’s work with the team.
Another major milestone for the club
this year took place over three days dur¬
ing the weekend of March 12-14, when
Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student
Bates inaugurated the Senator Edmund
Muskie Classic, and hosted its first Earlier this year, members of the debate team argued over whether or not lib¬
debate tournament in nearly seven years. eral arts colleges are liberally biased.
“Living up to Bates’ reputation, Bates
delivered nothing but the best,” noted
The invitations for four teams from build on their accomplishments from this
Bajpai.
“We gave the American Bates to the national tournament has made year. However, Vaibhav Bajpai did express
Parliamentary Debate Association one of an even stronger impact, stating in no his concerns and said,
the most efficiently run tournaments in the uncertain terms that Bates is back at its “The BQDC hopes to “Air Tech”
past year.” The Muskie Classic, along best. Jarboe reasserted his confidence in grow even larger next
with the repeated successes of both varsi¬ the team by saying, “Bates College is a year, however, there is 1 inch x
only so much that we
ty and novice debaters went a long way in solid competitor on the national circuit.”
1 inch
reestablishing Bates in the debate commu¬
As Ryan Shepard is the only senior on can do with limited
nity.
the team, the BQDC expects to continue to resources.”

HOMELESSNESS AWARENESS WEEK
Students participate in discussions about local homelessness
by KIRSTEN TERRY
STAFF WRITER

ical homeless person. One man was a for¬
mer business owner, forced to sell his home
due to exorbitant medical bills. Others had
been homeless while growing up and
returned to the street as adults.
Because three of the panel members were
from Portland and one was from Lewiston,
it was a chance to examine the type of relief
that exists for the homeless around the state.
“There was a discussion about the quality of
services in Portland versus in Lewiston,”
_ said Stillwell-

During their four years at Bates, people
are relatively removed from the plight of
those who cannot afford food or shelter. We
have Commons, dorm rooms, and freedoms.
Because most students are not familiar with
the problems faced by those who live on the
streets, the Bates Hunger and Homelessness
Committee and the community-based Many
and One Coalition co-spon- _
sored
Homelessness
‘They said things you
Awareness Week, beginning on May 3, to raise the WOUldnt hai)£ thought
consciousness on campus
r
t
, r
j
•,
about this troubling sub- ®f’ CLOOUt hoW Hard it

«Tahrervee "re knot
as many services
offered here.”
improvements

Ject
is... to have to ask some- may come in the
Opening the week was a
.
7 future with the
panel discussion titled one every time you need possible opening
“Breaking
Stereotypes: fo gQ fo fag hathrOOm OT of a day shelter
Homelessness
in
l • i
r
»
created by the
Perspective”
held
in ggt a drink Of Water _LewistonSkelton Lounge. Almost 45
Auburn Alliance
students and community members attended for Services for the Homeless, to be used
the presentation, which was led by four for¬ when overnight shelters are closed.
merly homeless men and women. The panel
On Saturday, May 8 a Day of Service was
was able to express to those in attendance organized to give students a chance to help
the difficulties of becoming homeless and the homeless and disadvantaged in the
how it can happen unexpectedly.
Lewiston community. Groups volunteered
The presenters described how living in a at the Trinity Soup Kitchen, Hope Haven
homeless shelter can be a dehumanizing Shelter, and Hilltop Community Gardens.
experience.
Bates
Hunger
and
That evening people from the College
Homelessness Committee member Michele were invited to attend a community potluck
Stillwell-Parvensky recalls; “They said at the Calvary Church. Members of the
things you wouldn’t have thought of, about cooking house on campus helped provide
how hard it is to live five inches away from food for this event. The dinner was an
someone, and to have to ask someone every opportunity for students to be involved in an
time you need to go to the bathroom or get informal discussion with individuals from
a drink of water in a shelter.”
the Lewiston-Auburn area about what
The panel members represented a variety should be done to combat homelessness in
of backgrounds, proving that there is no typ- this region.
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News in Brief
NESCAC
MIDDLEBURY, Vt. - On Thursday, May 6,
President John McCardell, of Middlebury
College, announced that an anonymous donor
gave the College $50 million. According to
The Chronicle of Higher Education, this dona¬
tion is the largest donation ever received by
any liberal arts college in New England.
According to the donor, the donation was made
“in recognition of what has been accomplished
at Middlebury under John McCardell, in sup¬
port of the direction in which the College is
heading, and ... to help the College achieve its
goals.” The donor requested that Middlebury's
Bicentennial Hall be renamed John M.
McCardell, Jr., Bicentennial Hall in honor of
Middlebury's current president. McCardell
will be stepping down at the end of the year.
Incoming president Ronald Liebowitz said, “I
am humbled by this act of philanthropy.”
Churchill Franklin, chair of the Middlebury
Board of Trustees, said that the donation would
move the College “to the top competitive ranks
of higher education in the world.” The College
has also received another anonymous donation
of $10 million.

Source: The Middlebury Campus

COLLEGE
BALTIMORE, Md. - Loyola. College
recently announced that the graduation speaker
for the Class of 2004 will be William Safire,
the Pulitzer Prize-winning New York Times
writer.
The ceremony will be held this
Saturday, May 15. According to Dr. Michael
Goff, vice president for Development and
College Relations, Safire “has been at the very
top of our list for many years.” Safire, who is
a former advisor and senior speechwriter for
Nixon, now writes a twice-weekly political
column for the New York Times and the week¬
ly “On Language” column for the New York
Times Magazine. Safire has also penned 24
books. The process to choose a graduation
speaker begins nearly one year before the cer¬
emony begins.
Previous commencement
speakers include Hardball host Chris Matthews
and political commentator, editor, author, and
former presidential advisor David Gergen.

Source: The Loyola Greyhound
CHICAGO, II. - The 18th annual “Scav
Hunt” has begun at the University of Chicago.
The scavenger hunt began at midnight on
Thursday, May 6, and includes a 282-item
checklist, which awards varying numbers of
points for each task. Participants are asked to
complete a number of strangely difficult tasks.
Hunt participants are asked to make a
“McDonald’s Sad Meal,” and a diorama tribute
to dioramas that contains no infinite regressions.
Particpants are also asked to “demonstrate con¬
clusively that there really is a wrong way to eat
a Reese’s (candy).” There are a number of items
that can only be completed in New Jersey, forc¬
ing some participants to take the 1,000 mile road
trip. One of the tasks is for four participants to
build a log cabin while blindfolded, handcuffed
and earmuffed. Another equally difficult task is
to complete a thesis, written only on cafeteria
napkins, to be signed by a thesis committee.
The game ended Sunday, May 9.

Source: CNN

LOCAL
LEWISTON, Me. - Lewiston was fined
$30,000 for having dumped contaminated
waste into the local landfill. Of the $30,000,
$24,500 will be spent removing hazardous
chemicals from city schools and the remaining
$5,500 is a penalty for having dumped the
waste. According to the Sun Journal, the waste
was composed of 116 tons of “sandblast grit”
created during renovations of the Bates Mill
between 1997 and 2000. The 116 tons were
tested for lead before being dumped into the
landfill. However, the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection believes that the
tests were not sufficient and the waste con¬
tained hazardous amounts of lead. William
Butler, of the state Bureau of Remediation and
Waste Management, said, “The rules are very
specific concerning the minimum sample for
testing.... One sample is just not adequate for
waste stream of this size.”

Source: The Lewiston Sun Journal

ALEX STREKEL
by MIKE LOPEZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Over the past few years, the Bates Senior
Class gift has been a traditional and useful
scholarship.
This year’s co-chair, Alex Strekel, wanted
something a little bit different. And with
Strekel leading the charge, it will be, in the
form of a Bobcat statue.
Strekel’s unique perspective on the senior
gift is not surprising, given some of his other
experiences on campus.
A senior American Cultural Studies major
from Lyme, Connecticut, he was a junior
advisor in Smith North, where he gives a
shout-out to his “tree house.” He started a
radio show called the “Athletic Supporters”
that talked sports.
More recently, he was the captain and
president of the Bates water polo club, one
of the most successful programs in the
school. The team has made nationals in each
of his four years.
This past winter, Strekel and seniors Ian
Buttermore and Adam Heller put together an
idea they had been working on for the water
polo team since freshman year.
“We had joked about a ‘Men of Bates
Water Polo’ calendar for years,” says
Strekel.
“It was the genius of me,
Buttermore, and Heller coming together, in
addition to the raw sex appeal of the rest of

the club. We sold 330 copies.”
If you haven’t seen it, the calendar was
quite a triumph.
“I suppose it’s an
expression of our talent,’
claims Strekel. “It’s a
group of unbelievably
handsome men who
have been groomed to
be the future leaders
of America.”
Of course, these
future leaders were
all
wearing
Speedos.
With his lead¬
ership
back¬
ground, Strekel
was named as
co-chair
of
the
Bates
Senior
Gift
Committee, a role he shares
with Shelby Graham.
“It’s an honor to represent the class,” he
says. “And to a larger extent the alumni of
Bates College, all helping our class actualize
our legacy.”
At this point, with the statue as a final
goal, the Class of 2004 has surpassed expec¬
tations but still has a long way to go. Strekel
is giving it his best efforts.
“I think that our class is a class that has

really gone out and exemplified being really
proud to go to school, more so than any class
I have encountered in my four years here.
But it’s still hard to get people interested in
giving money. It’s hard to ask your friends
for money, and it’s hard because not
everyone else shares in
how strong your
convictions are
about it.”
What
helps,
ensures Strekel, is
the professional
relationship he has
built with Graham.
“Shelby really per¬
sonifies those quali¬
ties that don’t always
show up on the scoreboard. The intangibles,
so to speak. Hard work.
Determination. Stick-toit-tiveness, if that’s a
word.”
Together, they look for¬
ward to seeing the statue in
the near future, and will be able to look back
on the experience with a smile.
“I’ve really liked getting to know the peo¬
ple who I have worked with, and getting to
know some people in the class that I did not
get to know. Oh, and, of course, I have real¬
ly liked all the free dinners!”

Security report wg“
From April 25 to May 9: rash
of burglaries in Smith
Assault
05-08-04 - While checking on an intoxi¬
cated female that was asleep on the Quad,
the female assaulted the Officer.
The
Lewiston Police assisted and placed the
female under arrest.

the Dean of Students for violation of state
liquor laws.
04-30-04 - A resident of Frye House was
referred to the Dean of Students for violation
of state liquor laws.

Liquor Policy
Robbery
05-03-04 - A delivery person, while mak¬
ing a delivery for a local restaurant, had the
order stolen from him. The incident took
place at Wentworth Adams Hall.

Burglary
04-28-04 - A resident of Smith Hall South
reported that he had $45.00 dollars taken
from the top of his desk.
05-07-04 - Six residents of Smith Hall
South reported that they had cash and other
items stolen from their rooms.

05-01-04 - A resident of Wood Street
House was referred to the Dean of Students
for violation of the College liquor policy.
05-01-04 - A resident of Frye House was
referred to the Dean of Students for violation
of the College liquor policy.
05-06-04 - A resident of Village 3 was
referred to the Dean of Students for violation
of the College liquor policy.
05-09-04 - A resident of Village 1 was
referred to the Dean of Students for violation
of the College liquor policy.

Undesirable
Theft
05-03-04 - A resident of Auburn reported
that her backpack and 35 mm camera were
taken from the bleachers at the football
field.
05-04-04 - A student reported that her
fleece jacket was taken from the coat room
in Chase Hall.
05-04-05 - A student reported that his
skateboard was taken from the front porch of
Wilson House.

Narcotic Laws
04-27-04 - A resident of Page Hall was
referred to the Dean of Students for violation
of narcotic laws.
04-27-04 - A resident of Parker Hall was
referred to the Dean of Students for violation
of narcotic laws.
05-01-04 - A visitor of John Bertram Hall
was referred to the Dean of Students for vio¬
lation of narcotic laws.

Liquor Laws
04-28-04 - A resident of Hedge Hall was
referred to the Dean of Students for violation
of state liquor laws.
04-29-04 - Three students were referred to

05-04-04 - Officers responded to
Pettengill Hall to check on a suspicious
male. The officers found a male sitting on
the front bench, intoxicated and disoriented.
The Lewiston Police assisted the officers
and found a steak knife in the individual’s
back pocket. United Ambulance transported
the individual to St. Mary’s Hospital.

Neighborhood Complaint
04-30-04 - Lewiston Police responded to
75 Elm Street after receiving a complaint
about excessive noise. The residents of the
apartment were issued disorderly conduct
warnings. The incident took place at 3:07
a.m.
05-01-04 - Lewiston Police responded to
77 Nichols Street after receiving a complaint
of a loud party. The officers removed 40
students from the house and issued a warn¬
ing to the residents. The time of incident
was 11:43 p.m.
05-02-04 - Lewiston Police responded to
170 Holland Street after receiving a com¬
plaint of loud noise. The officers had the
tenant remove all guests from the residence
and was issued a warning. The time of the
incident was 1:22 a.m.

DIXAnimm
BRANHAM
Continued from p. I

Union, (http://www.bates.edu/x48903.xml)
But Branham’s work at Bates and in the
Lewiston community extended well beyond her
job description. In addition to fostering relation¬
ships with students during their time at Bates,
Branham also maintained relationships with stu¬
dents after they graduated.
“Branham is amazingly unselfish,” said Dean
Roland Davis. “Friends and family are of the
utmost importance to her.” In one example of her
altruistic nature, when the partner of Dan Ludden
’86 fell ill, Ludden found himself spending too
much time in the hospital to take care of his
house. Upon hearing of his misfortune, Branham
flew to his home in Taconic, Ct. and helped out
around the house until Ludden could return.
“It would also be fair,” said Davis, “to call her
a lifelong supporter of minority rights. She has
always has been and I imagine will continue to be
a supporter of underrepresented populations.”
In 1993, residents of Lewiston rallied against
the repeal of a gay rights bill and Branham went
out and rallied alongside them. Despite being
shot during the rally by a bee-bee gun, Branham
sacrificed her safety for a cause in which she
strongly believed.
In the spring of 1994, Branham helped mollify
a situation in which students raised concerns
regarding the number of minority students admit¬
ted to Bates.
“Dean Branham played a key role in mediating
that situation,” said Davis.
More recently, in early September Branham
contributed to the student-created racism aware¬
ness initiative “Movement 384” by both endors¬
ing the movement and participating in their
protests.
Looking toward the future, the national search
for Branham’s replacement has begun, but with
her 24 years of service, the Bates community
agrees hers will be a tough act to follow.
“Next year will certainly be a year of adjust¬
ment,” said Hansen. “After 24 years, everyone at
Bates is used to working with her. No matter how
much we say ‘change is good,’ change is always
painful.”
“Celeste Branham is the living embodiment of
this institution, and in many ways its heart,” said
Davis. “Her departure is a real loss.”
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WEST JAVANESE PUPPET THEATER

An in-depth look at
“College Dropout”
Michael Bolton, Luther Vandross, and The
Harlem Boys Choir. He brings his own style
of production and his extensive musical
knowledge to create a new sound that you can
dance to, drive to, put on when you have a
girl over, or even discuss in a liberal college
course on the evolution of popular music.
At 26 years old, Kanye West already has a
long and distinguished history in hip-hop pro¬
duction. His first notable entry into the world
of production in popular hip-hop was with the
Jay-Z hit “H 2 the IZZO.” Over the past
years Kanye West has produced beats for
artists such as Beanie Sigel, Nappy Roots,
Britney Spears, Da Brat, Mos Def, Talib
Kweli, Nas, and Petey
Pablo. Most recently
he produced Alicia
Keys’ hit single “You
Don’t Know
My
.
,,
Name” and Ludacris’
single ..Stand Up »

by MATT HEFFERNAN

MUSIC COLUMNIST

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Guest artists Dalang Otong Rasta, Dalang Atik Rasta Prawira, and
Dalang Joko Susilo performed West Javanese Puppet Theater here
last Tuesday night.

“MAIN BOON NA”:
A FUN WAY TO PASS THE DAY
by JOHN HAMLIN

STAFF WRITER
I’ve never picked a movie before without
knowing anything about it. Well, the title was
“Main Hoon Na,” and it starred a guy, and also
a girl and another guy. That much I had gath¬
ered from the poster, as well as the fact that it
was only playing for four nights. It didn’t take
me long to confirm my hunch that it was an
Indian film, thanks to a finely printed certifica¬
tion from the Indian version of the FCC that
flashed on the screen as the lights dimmed.
The first ten minutes of the film included a
brief discussion of modem South Asian politi¬
cal history, a John Woo-style fight scene and a
heavy dose of complex family drama. It wasn’t
until about the twenty-minute mark that I found
out it was a full-blown musical. A full half hour
had passed before the slapstick comedy began.
The Bollywood term for a movie like this is
masala, meaning it has everything in it. That is
certainly true. One of the best ways to imagine
what this movie is like is by picturing all of the
movies you have ever seen and condensing it
all down to three hours. A more specific way to
understand it is if the Farrelly brothers and the
Wachowski brothers got together and decided it
was time to make a new version of “Grease,”
set in northern India.
The film stars Shahrukh Khan as Major Ram
Prasad Sharma. Judging from the discussion of
the film on imdb.com, Khan, (or SRK as he
seems to be known) is the big draw for the film.
Farah Khan is directing for the first time,
although she has worked as a choreographer on
a number of other films including the
American-released “Monsoon Wedding.” We
enter Major Ram’s life to find that the senior
General in the army is planning a landmark
gesture of goodwill towards Pakistan, by
releasing some prisoners that had been taken
during border disputes. A Hindu nationalist ter¬
rorist named Raghavan does not like this idea
and threatens the General’s daughter. Major
Ram is sent to Darjeeling, and goes undercov¬
er as a college student to protect the lovely
Sanju. At the same time, however, Ram finds
out that his father’s wife and son (whom he

never knew about) are also living there. It had
been his father’s dying wish that he should find
them and reconcile the family. His father had,
of course, been killed by the villain Raghavan
in the first scene. At this point it seems impor¬
tant to point out the symbolism in the names of
the film. The younger brother that Ram must
find is named Lakshman. As anyone familiar
with famous Hindu epic the “Ramayana”
knows, it is the story of the great hero Rama
and his younger brother Lakshmana. This is a
similarity that no one in India would ever miss,
but it is just one of the many facets of the film
that most westerners would never catch on to.
The film has no U.S. rating but it certainly
wouldn’t receive anything higher than PG13
here. There are a lot of tight saris but not even
a kiss on the lips, despite two serious love
plots. The action sequences, while absurdly
dramatic, are not at all graphic. The only curse
in the film is a loudly bleeped out “bastard.” He
really does say bastard though, and the charac¬
ters in the film slide fluidly between English
and Hindi in a manner that could only be pos¬
sible in a place like India. There seems to be no
set rule, but generally English is used in slang
and casual sentences while Hindi is reserved
for more formal or emotional sentiments. The
whole of the film is subtitled, however, often
revealing the faults in the technique when sen¬
tences spoken in English appear written differ¬
ently at the bottom of the screen.
Seeing this film in the theater is probably an
impossibility for most people in the country
now, which is a shame because the film is truly
epic, if nothing else. But tattoo its name on
your arm and look for it on video. It is definite¬
ly worth seeing. I really can’t remember anoth¬
er time that I have had that much at the movies.
Taking in everything that was going on was
more like watching a three-ring circus than a
film. Probably the fastest three hours of my
life, it left me breathless and amazed. The key
is to never question anything and to just sit
back and enjoy while the insanity washes over
your mind.

Let’s talk about Kanye West, because if we
don’t then we’re just going to fall behind.
Kanye West, already an accomplished and
Grammy nominated producer, blew up the
hip-hop scene with “College Dropout,” his
first album as a rapper. “College Dropout”
debuted on the Billboard Hip-Hop and R&B
Chart at # 1, and the Top 200 at # 2 behind
only Norah Jones. Kanye West has emerged
into the world with an amazing album and
possibly a turn for the better in popular music
as a whole.
The high point of
“College Dropout” is
the production. Kanye
West supplies lyrics
that are good, but there
are better lyrics out ,,
7r
there. The content is
right
on
target.
Talking about racism,
.
. .
'
religion, music, histo¬
ry, and life in general,
Kanye West comes
across as realistic,
down-to-earth,
and
intelligent. With experience, the flow could
be smoother and a bit
,7
•
more
creative
on
West’s
sophomore
album, but the produc¬
tion
on
“College
Dropout” leaves noth¬
ing to be desired. Not
only that, it leaves you
stunned.
Kanye West has been bringing the hip-hop
world originally soulful beats for years. His
own collection of 15 tracks exceeds expecta¬
tions. He brings his specialty to “College
Dropout,” twisting old samples from any
range of music to create his own brand of hiphop. Old school soul sets the foundation of
Kanye West’s sound with samples from
Aretha Franklin, Mandrill, and the “ooohs”
from a Marvin Gaye song.
“College
Dropout” also advertises Kanye West’s
diverse taste with samples from Chaka Khan,

Although Kanye West
has said in interviews
that college isn t for every- #1
one his album puts across He
is also slated t0
work on projects with
the opinion that college common,
j-lo,
Scarface,
Janet
isn’t for anyone. While Jackson,
and
this is very valid as an Eminem’s band D-12,
among others.
opinion, Kanye West
If
“College
could have spent less time Dropout” has any
•
■ /•
glaring weakness it is
n this aspect, ofo his
life
*anyes West,s obses.
sion with the worth¬
and more time on the
lessness of college.
other themes that make There are many
recorded skits scat¬
this album great.
tered throughout the
J7

7

7

album mocking col¬
lege as an institution
and as an experience. Almost all of the songs
also include at least a few lines about the
ineffectual nature of the college experience.
Although Kanye West has said in interviews
that college isn’t for everyone his album puts
across the opinion that college isn’t for any¬
one. While this is very valid as an opinion,
Kanye West could have spent less time on this
aspect of his life and more time on the other
themes that make this album great.
As is not always the case, the radio singles
See WEST, p.8

At Bates and in the Area
Tuesday. May 11

Thursday. May 13

- 3:00 p.m., Chase Hall Lounge:
there will be a blood drive.

- 12:15 p.m., Colby College: there
will be a guided tour of the Payson
Collection of Impressionist and
Post-impressionist paintings. Call
872-3228 for more information.

9:00
p.m..
Library
Quad:“Incredible Creatures that
Defy Evolution I” will be shown.
- 9:00 p.m., Ronj: there will be a
Sort concert.
Wednesday. May 12

- 7:30 p.m., Olin Concert Hall: the
Portland String Quartet will be giv¬
ing a concert-lecture.
- 8:30 p.m., Frye Street Union:
there will be a storytelling night.

- 6:00 p.m., Olin 259: bring your
own drawing board and supplies to
figure drawing.
- 6:00 p.m., Portland Museum of
Art: “An Evening with Robert A.
M. Stern.” Architect Robert A. M.
Stern will be speaking. Call 7756148 for information and to buy
tickets.

Saturday. May 15
- 12:00 p.m.: WRBC will be spon¬
soring the third annual Roots Fest.
Call 777-7532 for more informa¬
tion.

Sunday, May lfr
10:00 p.m., Library
“Miracle” will be shown.

Quad:
- 7:00 p.m., Chase Hall Lounge:
there will be a jazz coffee house.
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Editor’s Movie Pick of the Week:
“Pump Up The Volume” (1990)
An Allan Moyle Film
With Christian Slater as Mark Hunter/Hard Harry and Samantha Mathis as Nora Diniro.

The Plot:
A shy kid named Mark Hunter (Slater) moves across the country with his parents to a new high school that he hates. To fill
time and stop his boredom, he pirates a radio show, and soon has his entire high school tuning in every night to listen to
“Hard Harry.” Soon Hunter starts exposing the sketchy policies of the administration, and before he knows it a war breaks
out between the students and the oppressive adults that control their lives. Mark thinks maybe it’s time to stop, but the fiery
Nora encourages him to continue what he has started. Naturally, a romance blossoms between them.

The Lowdown:
Slater is great as the nerd-tumed-revolutionary radio host, though he isn’t all that believable as a nerdy loser. The themes of
freedom of speech and ignoring authority make you want to get up and swear at your professors, and you’ll love watching
the evil administration become increasingly flustered as the film goes on.

Quotations:
Mark Hunter: “Talk hard, I like that. It’s like a dirty thought in a nice clean mind.”
Mark Hunter: “Feeling screwed up at a screwed up time in a screwed up place does not necessarily make you screwed up.”

Reading and appreciating Dorothy Parker
Megan Richardson
Arts Editor

I'd like to straddle gory decks, /And dig in
laden sands, /And know the feel of throbbing
necks /Between my knotted hands. /Oh, I should
like to strut and curse /Among my blackguard
crew.... /But I am writing little verse, /As little
ladies do.
-Dorothy Parker
If there were one thing that Dorothy Parker
was not, it would be a “little lady.” One of the
most well known and influential writers of her
time, Parker was witty, sarcastic, and brilliant.
In her 74 years of life, she wrote for publica¬
tions including Vogue, Vanity Fair, Ainslee’s,
Life, Saturday Evening Post, Ladies’ Home
Journal, New Yorker, McCalls’s, and Esquire.
She was married three times (twice to the same
man), was the only female founding member of
the infamous “Round Table,” and won an
Academy Award for her screenplay A Star is
Bom. She also helped found the Anti-Nazi
League, was called before HUAC (where she

pleaded the first amendment), and taught
English at California State College at Los
Angeles. Throughout this period she also wrote
countless poems and short stories, for which
she received several awards and was inducted
into the National Institute of Arts and Letters.
Her “little verse” had a big impact, and she is
still loved today for her sense of humor and
satirical works.
For some reason, I always think of Dorothy
Parker in the spring. Something about the fresh
atmosphere reminds me of her fresh, feisty
spirit, and I get the urge to read some of her sar¬
castic and surprisingly truthful poetry. And, as
the days get longer and warmer, I find myself
reaching for her “Complete Works” (Penguin
Books).
Almost all of Parker’s poems have perfect
rhythm and rhyme, and most of them have a
twist in them that turns them from lovely “little
verse” into a sassy slap in the face. And while
most of them are funny, some of them become
sad when looked at in light of Parker’s life. One
of her more famous poems, “Resume,” at first
seems like a funny take on suicide:
Razors pain you; /Rivers are damp; /Acids
stain you; /And drugs cause cramp. /Guns
aren’t lawful; /Nooses give; /Gas smells awful;
/You might as well live.

It seems less funny, however, when one con¬
siders the fact that the amazingly talented
Parker attempted four times to commit suicide.
Taking that into consideration, it seems that this
really might be Parker’s resume, and that she is
facing her history with suicide attempts in the
same way she faced everything: with humor.
Many of her poems deal with issues that
faced women of her time. Classics like “One
Perfect Rose” make fun of ideals of love, while
others plainly reveal how ridiculous Parker
found the gender roles of her time. Take, for
example, “General Review of the Sex
Situation:”
Woman wants monogamy; /Man delights in
novelty. /Love is woman’s moon and sun; /Man
has other forms of fun. /Woman lives but in her
lord; /Count to ten, and man is bored. /With this
gist and sum of it, /What earthly good can come
of it?
We know she is being sarcastic here because
she does not at all resemble the woman that she
describes in the poem. She boldly questioned
gender roles as she questioned everything, and
was well-loved for it. This rebellious spirit is
apparent in all of her work, and especially in
her poetry.
The “Complete Works” is a pleasure to read,

Top 5 albums featured in
The Student this year:

Movie Times Effective Fri. 5/14 Through Tues. 5/18
Troy (shown on three screens) 12:30,1:00,1:30,3:45,4:15,4:45,7:00,8:00,9:00
Van Helsing (PG13)

12:40,3:55,7:05,9:45

New York Minute (PG)

12:35,2:35,4:35, 7:15

Laws of Attraction(PG13)

5:00, 7:25, 9:20

Godsend (PG13)_7:30,9:35_
Scooby Doo 2 (PG)

12:50,3:00

Home on the Range (PG)

1:05,2:50,4:30,

Envy (PG13)_12:55,3:00,5:05_

1. Bubba Sparxxx “Deliverance”
2. Kanye West - “College
Dropout”
3. Atmosphere - “Seven’s
Travels”
4. Po’ Girl - “Po’ Girl”

Mean Girls (PG13)_12:45,2:55,4:55,7:10,9:15
Man on Fire (R)

12:55,3:50, 6:50, 9:40

Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind (R) 7:20 9:30
Kill Bill Vol. 2

9:10

5. Brother Ali - “Shadows on
the Sun”

both for Parker’s style and ability as a poet, and
also for her funny topics and her insightful
comments on them. Reading Parker’s work
always puts a smile on my face, because it
makes me laugh, but also because it is so inspir¬
ing. It’s nice to be reminded every now and
then that it’s possible to really stand up for
yourself and live the way you want to. Dorothy
Parker’s life is vivid proof of it.

TALENT APPARENT
ON KANYE WEST’S
DEBUT ALBUM
WEST
Continued from p. 7
are some of the best tracks on this album.
The first single “Through the Wire,” record¬
ed after a near fatal car accident with Kanye’s
jaw still wired shut, is possibly the most
impressive track on the album. “Slow Jamz,”
a much sexier and slower song featuring
Twista, Jamie Foxx, and actress Aisha Tyler
from “Talk Soup, ” is another stand out track.
If you can step back and listen to Jamie Foxx
without thinking of the movie “Booty Call, ’’
his R&B style chorus makes this track mem¬
orable. “Never Let Me Down,” featuring
Jay-Z and J. Ivy, also features some of the
best production and rapping on the album.
Along with Jay-Z, Jamie Foxx, and Twista
the diverse list of famous contributors fea¬
tured on “College Dropout” is another
impressive feature of the album. Kanye West
mixes his worlds of MTV and the somewhat
underground with appearances by Ludacris,
Freeway, Common, Mos Def, and Talib
Kweli. Not only does this show exactly who
Kanye West knows to prove his credibility,
this mix of ingredients also adds an interest¬
ing flavor to the album.
The style and possible importance of
“College Dropout” as an album and in fact
Kanye West as an artist is summed up in a
line from the final track on the album, “Last
Call.” He points out the discontented stag¬
nant state of popular hip-hop in the line, “The
fans want the feeling of A Tribe Called
Quest/but all they got left is this guy called
West.” It’s true, he isn’t Q-Tip. But he is
Kanye West, which is refreshingly soulful
and intelligent, and that could be exactly
what hip-hop and popular music in general
need right now.

®fie Patz$ ^tubetit

Question on the Quad

Tuesday, May 4, 2004

What’s going on?
“Heisting Apples”

Teah Muller ’07
Kathryn Moore ’07
Kristen Fries ’07

“I’m just a guy trying
to hang out.”

Chip Means ’04

“Pooping.”

“Naked Runs”

Pete Goldsborough ’06
Jamie Nissen ’06

Clare Magneson ’07
Emily Cohen-Shikora ’07
Anita Deshpande ’07
Alden Davis ’07

Reporting and photographs by Niraj Chokshi and Ryan Toussaint, respectively.

College Storage Solutions LLC
U CALL WE HAUL
WE TAKE THE HASSLE
OUT OF MOVING
CURBSIDE PICKUP & DELIVERY
WE SUPPLY THE BOXES (22”x 22”x 22”)
YOU DO THE PACKING
WE DO THE REST
(Pick up of larger items available)

Tired of renting spaces that are too big or too small?
At CSS you pay by the box, not the space!
Call to reserve your space:
1-888-888-5250 Toll free
PO Box 313
207-777-7771 Local
Sabattus, Me. 04280
Payment by Visa or Mastercard
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TRACK HAVING OUTSTANDING YEAR
NEW ENGLANDS
Continued from p. 12
son. Outdoors, Gauthier (shot) and Cooper
(hammer) picked up wins at NESCACs while
Ondra (pole vault) led Bates with a title at Div.
ni’s.
The performances from this weekend’s Open
New England Championships give a taste of
the surely sweet success to be created at the
NCAA Championships beginning May 27.
Bates was the top Division III finisher at the
meet, and finished seventh overall in the 35team field with 33 points. The University of
Rhode Island won the team title with 123.5
points.
“We had many guys really step up well
against the stiff All-New England competition,
which is usually a great proving ground for
Nationals,” said Fereshetian. “These guys have
worked hard and diligently to maintain their
focus, regroup and move on, at all times keep¬
ing their eyes fixed on the opportunities ahead
instead of dwelling on the disappointment they
left behind. This has really been a fun and great

team to be involved with.”
The weekend began in typical Colony fash¬
ion: fast. The sophomore qualified for finals in
both the 100 and 200m events: On Saturday he
was fourth overall and second in Division III in
the 100 (11.06) and sixth overall and first in
Division III in the 200 (22.34).
Adam Macbeth broke his own school record
in the 400m hurdles, finishing fourth in a blaz¬
ing 53.54 seconds from lane eight. It is the sec¬
ond week in a row that the junior made school
history after shattering the 39-year old hurdle
record last weekend at Division III New
England’s.
Anderson picked up fourth place in the
5,000m with a 14:57.00 performance. The
junior’s best in the event (14:46.60) is about 10
seconds off from a trip to the NCAA champi¬
onships.
Although the 4x400m relay only finished in
fourteenth place in 3:21.55, their season best
and school record time of 3:18.67 is just two
seconds off of a ticket to Decatur, Illinois for
nationals.
“I have also been very impressed in how this

team has stepped up and faced adversity,” said
head coach A1 Fereshetian. “A few weeks ago
we went through a rash of injuries that would
have devastated any other team in New
England.”
The infield was characteristically strong,
with Ondra, Cooper, and Jordan Upton tallying
big points over three events. In the pole vault,
Ondra cleared 15-07.00 to tie the first five fin¬
ishers. The senior was awarded fifth place
based upon a judge’s evaluation of all attempt¬
ed and completed jumps by each athlete.
Cooper led a strong finish in the hammer
throw, tossing 185-02.00 for third overall and
to first for Division III finishers. Upton was
just three feet back in fourth place, improving
upon his personal and season bests. Teammate
Jeff Davis picked up tenth place with a toss of
169-11.00. The senior is just five feet back
from the mark that sent throwers to nationals in
2003. Gauthier was eleventh in the discus
throw (135-02.00) and 10th in the shot put (4911.75).
“It has just been an amazing year, and the
best part is that the best may still be yet to

come,” said Fereshetian. “As a team we have
accomplished a lot of things. Right now, it
looks like we may have a full track team trav¬
eling to Nationals. We are going to have a few
throwers, a sprinter, a hurdler, a pole-vaulter, a
decathlete and hopefully a distance runner and
maybe a relay. We are really going to be able
to go into the meet as a team. We hope this
will result in numerous All-Americans, more
school records and a high national team stand¬
ing. Based on our results at the Open New
England’s this weekend it looks like that may
be the case.”
At press-time, Colony (100m), Macbeth
(400hurdles), Anderson (5k), Cooper (ham¬
mer), Upton (hammer), Gauthier (shot put),
Northrup (decathlon), and Ondra (pole vault)
had qualified for nationals, with most of the
men in the top ten.
“It’s a real testament to the dedication of our
coaches, and the hard work and skill of all the
athletes on the team,” said Upton. “We’re leav¬
ing with two guys who are already AllAmericans, and hopefully we can return with a
few more.”

SOFTBALL FINISHES 2004 SEASON WITH A SHUTOUT WIN
by KRISTEN TRUNCELLITO

STAFF WRITER
This past Saturday the Bates softball team
completed their 2004 varsity season with a
competitive doubleheader against New
England Small College Athletic Conference
member, Wesleyan College. Bates lost the first
game 3-0, but came back to win the second
game 1-0 to record a W for their last game of
the season. This shut out was the last collegiate
softball game for Bates seniors: Sarah Levine,
Amanda Beck, Cami Dyson, and Kelley Kugel.
In the first game, sophomore Kyla Decato
had the only hit for the Bobcats against
Wesleyan pitcher Molly Gaebe; Gaebe struck
out 11 and walked four. The Cardinal offense
was lead by Stacie Szmonko with a pair of
doubles and three RBIs, and Diana Garcia con¬
tributed by going 2-for-2.
In the second game the Bobcats came back
with Kristin Masino on the mound. Masino
threw a four-hitter, going the complete game,
and striking out two Cardinals with no walks.
The win was her second of the season.
Senior bobcat Kelley Kugel hit 2-for-4 and
finished her collegiate softball career by scor¬
ing the lone run of the game. Thinking back on
the game, Kugel said “It was nice to go out
with a win and it was nice to be able to score,
it’s always nice to score...and what we did on
the field on Saturday starts next season on a
positive note and it ends our career on a posi¬
tive note as well.” Freshman bobcat Caitlin

Murphy also made her mark by going 2-for-4.
With a win in the final game the Bobcats
closed the book on the careers of Beck, Dyson,
Kugel, and Levine.
This season Beck finished with her highest
batting average in her four-year career, batting
.265, finishing fourth on the team in both bat¬
ting average and hits.
Dyson started 25 of 27 games for the
Bobcats, finishing among the team leaders in
several categories. She hit .276 (third on the
squad), drove in 10 runs (second), belted 21
hits (third), and committed only one error in the
field all season long.
Levine didn’t have as much success at the
plate as she would have liked to (.187 batting
average), but she provided a defensive pres¬
ence as well as senior leadership for a team
with a lot of young, talented players. She start¬
ed 23 games and saw action in 25 over the
course of the season.
Kugel was the team’s leading hitter with an
average of .321 at the plate. She also lead the
team in stolen bases, despite only appearing in
18 of the team’s games.
After a season of many competitive doubleheaders and a scatter of frustrating cancelled
games, Bates softball finishes with a NESCAC
conference record of 1-7 and a season record of
8-19, equaling the win total from one year ago.
Twelve of the players listed on this year’s ros¬
ter were underclassmen and should prove to be
an experienced group returning next spring.
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Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Senior Kelley Kugel rips a base hit for the Bobcats. Kugel and fellow seniors
Amanda Beck, Cami Dyson, and Sara Levine finished up their Bates
careers with a victory.

Bobcat of the Week
Summer is 2232 hours Ion
Suddenly, spending 42
in the classroom
doesn’t sound so tough.
Kelly Godsey

Register Now!
Session i
May 19 - June 30
Session 2
July 6 - August i 3

SUMMER TERM
www.bu.edu/summer"
or call 617.353.5125

Kelly Godsey became just the second Bates woman ever
to win an event at the Open New England outdoor cham¬
pionships, winning the hammer throw by over five feet at
Northeastern University on Friday afternoon. Godsey also
placed fifth in the discus and sixth in the shot put, helping
lead Bates to a tie for 10th in the team standings.
Godsey won the hammer throw with a toss of 196 feet,
three inches. She was responsible for 17 of the Bobcats' 33
points in the meet.
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WOMEN’S LAX WRAPPED DP SEASON WITH MIDDLEBURY
by LYNN WORTHY
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
The women’s lacrosse team wrapped up its
season on April 24th with a loss to the top team
in Division HI, Middlebury.
Middlebury jumped out to an early lead and
never looked back, taking the game by a final
score of 18-4.
The Panthers hit the Bobcat defense with an
offensive barrage right from the opening draw.
Middlebury scored its first five goals before six
minutes of play had run off the clock. The
Bobcats showed resiliency in scoring the next
two goals and narrowing Middlebury’s lead to
three goals.
The Panthers utilized a balanced offensive
attack to score 10 unanswered goals running
over into the second half of play. Bates went on
to add one more goal but they could not come
back from the deficit that was established early
on.
Seven players netted goals for Middlebury.
Sonijia Parson led Bates with two goals and
Carrie Smith added a goal and an assist. Erica
Nason added a goal for the Bobcats also.
Bates did not display a lack of effort, beating
Middlebury to ground balls and having an
advantage in draw controls. Middlebury took
advantage of turnovers (Bates had 21) and outshot the Bobcats 38-16.
The Bobcats wrapped up the season with a
record of 4-10 (0-9 in NESCAC). After two
wins over February break in California, the
Bobcats registered only two more wins the rest
of the season, dropping the University of New
England, 22-0, and the University of Southern

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Women’s lacrosse finished up a long hard season of competition in the
NESCAC.
Maine 18-3. In conference the Bobcats compet¬
ed with national semifinalists Amherst and
Middlebury, and in-state rival Bowdoin was
ranked 17th when the two squads met up in
Brunswick.
For seniors Lizzie Anson, Becky Castle, Meg
Hallan, Linsey Harvery, Lori Jessup, Samara

Khalique, and Carrie Smith the Middlebury
game was the last time they’ll put on the Bates
uniform.
Defensively Anson, Hallan, and Harvey were
anchors for the Bobcat unit that took on some
of the top offensive weapons in all of Division
III. Hallan and Harvery were second and third

respectively in ground balls, and Harvey was
third on the team in causing opponent turnovers
with 11. Hallan wasn’t an easier match up for
offensive players either, forcing eight turnovers
herself. All three were mainstays in the Bobcat
lineup with Anson playing in 11 of 14 games,
Hallan missing only one game for the Bobcats
this season, and Harvey being out for two
games.
On the other side of the field the opposing
defenders struggled to match up with Jessup all
season long. She led the team with 39 points
(32 goals and seven assists), she also surpassed
the 100-goal plateau this season. Against
Trinity she turned in a season-high six goals.
The Bobcats turned to Castle, Khalique, and
Smith to control action from the midfield posi¬
tions and to make plays all over the field. They
did not disappoint. Smith was third on the team
in scoring with 23 points (16 goals and 7
assists). She was also the Bobcats draw control
specialist. She finished with 31 draw controls
and was ranked nationally in that category for
portions of the season. Her ground ball total of
14 was only one behind that of Harvey.
Khalique finished with 14 points and was tied
for first on the squad in assists with seven. She
had a marksman-like shooting percentage of
.583 and caused 13 turnovers over the course of
the season, second to Katie Carroll by one.
Castle finished just behind Khalique in total
points with 12, and she netted nine goals on the
season in only nine games.

The Sox general manager for a day
Gary Dzen
Sports Columnist

Never mind that the Red Sox are 19-11 and
in first place in the AL East as I write this arti¬
cle. As any good Red Sox fan must do, I worry.
In particular, I worry about what will happen
after this season, when the Sox have five key
players eligible for free agency.
Pedro Martinez, Derek Lowe, Nomar
Garciaparra, Jason Varitek, and David Ortiz are
all free agents after this year, and the Boston
cannot possibly sign them all. Unlike the
Yankees, the Sox do not have the resources to
have seven or eight 15 million dollar men on
their team.
So the question is, who do they sign? Which
players are most valuable for a team that
reached the ALCS last year?
I will attempt to sort out this problem not as
a general manager, but as a fan. I’ll leave the
fine details to Theo Epstein, a guy who has
shown himself to be very capable with the
acquisitions of Curt Schilling and Keith Foulke

this past off-season.
The first player to deal with, as always, is
Pedro Martinez. Pedro is the most problematic
of all the players I listed because he has made it
public that he doesn’t think the Sox have treat¬
ed him well, and that he wants to test free
agency instead of signing with the team before
the year is over.
Martinez is the highest paid pitcher in base¬
ball history. He also complains more than any
other player in recent memory. He would likely
request to continue to be the highest paid pitch¬
er in the league despite his increasing age.
I won’t question Pedro’s health, although
many do. I will, however, question his motiva¬
tion. Martinez is a brilliant pitcher, but one
thing he has proven in his time in Boston is that
he is not a team player. By bringing his person¬
al concerns into the media while refusing to
talk to the media at any other time, he distracts
the team and disrupts their unity. If Kevin
Millar’s motto is “Cowboy Up,” Pedro’s is
“Pay Me.”
Therefore, I would not mind getting rid of
Martinez if it meant signing 3 of the other 4.
Manny Ramirez has offered to take a pay cut if
it meant the Sox would keep Martinez and
Garciaparra. I admire Manny’s offer tremen¬
dously, but still feel that Boston should let

Take Your Taste buds to AN 11 Corners of
the World

Pedro go if it means keeping the others.
Now that the Pedro question has been solved
(by me that is), everything else kind of falls into
place. With their ace gone the Sox need to keep
Derek Lowe. They cannot afford to lose both
starters and stay competitive. Then again,
maybe it is not so clear cut. Derek Lowe wants
Curt Schilling type money, and I do not feel
that he is in that class of pitcher, but rather a tier
below. If Lowe asks for too much, then per¬
haps the Red Sox would be better off letting
him go as well and signing Matt Morris or
Odalis Perez. Either way, a high profile pitch¬
er is needed.
Of the three hitters, the most valuable of
them may be Jason Varitek. Good catchers are
hard to come by, and Varitek may be the best in
the league at calling a good game. He is a solid
hitter and a stand up guy, and one would hope
that his signing would be the easiest of the
bunch.
And then there is Garciaparra. Manny
Ramirez says that Nomar is the best hitter on
the team and I agree. While he is hurt right
now, I expect him to come back in the next
month and produce his typical numbers. I
believe that keeping Nomar is absolutely essen¬
tial, and if Manny really does rework his salary
then I think this can happen.

While the Red Sox courting of Alex
Rodriguez made Garciaparra upset, with A-Rod
at third base Nomar is now the best shortstop in
the American League. Unlike his superstar
teammate, Garciapparra is a team player, and
the worst possible scenario I can think of would
be if the Yankees signed him to play second
base.
The last of the free agents to be is David
Ortiz. Ortiz is a young player who has shown
amazing potential, and he has already improved
upon his numbers from a year ago. Depending
on the salaries of Lowe, Nomar, and Varitek, I
believe the Red Sox could keep Ortiz for a few
more years. If not, I believe he may be the
most replaceable of the group, and Boston
could fill that gap with another player some¬
where down the fine.
Am I worrying a little too soon? Perhaps.
However, I don’t think that Boston’s five game
losing streak last week coincided with Pedro’s
tirade by accident. This group of players has
shown that they can overachieve when they
play like a team, and these contract negotia¬
tions have the potential to disrupt that.
Heck, Manny has shown more team spirit so
far this season than I have seen from him in the
last two years combined. Now if only we could
get Pedro on the same page.

NCAA Men’s Tennis Championships
at Wallach Tennis Center May 12-17
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TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS

chen
‘-All our meals are prepared with tire freshest ingredients an
‘ we thank you for the pleasure of serving you.” — Zahid

Wonderful variety of cuisine:
<uda Roll.^2.95
Omelette Esp>eciole.^.95
Swedish Roncoke.55.95
C hicken Roll.5^-95
T'andoori C hicken.55.95
C himichczngcz.$4.03
Svthzi...
$4.30
Boti Kebczh Roll.$4.03
Chicken Klehczh Roll.$4.03
Infixed Grill.
$3.03
Chicken Cvtrry.$4.03
C«r/tc

Dine In or Take Out/ Drive Up Service Open
Monday-Closed
Tuesday-Wednesday: "7:OOam — 3:OOpm
' 1 'llursday-Friday: "7:00am — 8:OOpmt
945 Center St., Auburn
Saturday: 8:OOam — 8:00pm
(207) 783-8300
Sunday: 8:OOam — 1 :30pm
Across from Emerson Chevrolet

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

9 a.m., Noon, 3 p.m., 6 p.m.
10 a.m., 2 p.m.
9 a.m. (third place match), 1 p.m. (championship)
SINGLES/DOUBLES CHAMPIONSHIPS

Saturday
Sunday
Monday

9 a.m. (singles), 1 p.m. (singles)* 4 p.m. (doubles)
Noon (singles), 2:30 p.m. (singles), 4 p.m. (doubles)
9 a.m. (singles final), 11 a.m. (doubles semifinals)
1 p.m. (doubles finals).

Bobcat of the Week
Kelly Godseyt
page 10
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MEN GEARING UP FOR NATIONALS
Men’s Track finishes seventh at Open New Englands, nine currently qualified for nationals
by AMY WEBB

SPORTS EDITOR

Amy Webb/The Bates Student

The men’s track team is having one of the best seasons in the school’s histo¬
ry. Several athletes are currently on the border as far as going to nationals.

Women impressive at
Open New Englands
by SCOTT PRIEST

STAFF WRITER
In Saturday’s Open New England
Championships, Kelley Godsey continued her
dominance of the weight events by placing in
each of her three events, the hammer throw,
discus, and shot put.
Godsey won the hammer throw by six feet
with a throw of 196-3, earning her the top seed
in the nation. She placed fifth in the discus and
sixth in the shot put, earning seventeen points
for the Bobcats, who tied for 10th place among
a field of 33 schools. The finish, which found
the Bobcats ahead of all NESCAC schools but
seventh-place Tufts, was the highest in school
history, building momentum for the Bobcats as
the by-qualification meets continue. Boston
College won the meet with 115.5 points.
Head Coach Carolyn Court commented
about Godsey’s ascension from promising
freshman to dominating sophomore.
“Last year Kelley finished 4th in the hammer
with a throw of 168 feet, had not qualified in
the discus, and did not make the finals in the
shot put. Her improvement is really impres¬
sive.”
Finishing ahead of Godsey in the shot put
was senior co-captain Liz Wanless, who placed
second, finishing less than five inches out of
first with a throw of 50-9.5. Wanless also com¬
peted in the discus, finishing twelfth.
On the track, senior co-captain Julie Dutton
recorded a personal record, crossing the finish
line of the 10000-meter run in just 38:21.84,
adding eight points to the Bobcats’ total.
“Julie ran a very strong race, and she led for
most of the last two miles of it,” said Court.
Also setting a record was junior Katherine
Creswell, who posted a season best in the 5000meter. Her time of 18:58.98 notched her 23rd
place among a crowded field.
Kathleen Nugent was the lone short-distance
Bobcat competitor, placing 26th in the 200meter race, finishing in 28.12 seconds.

Looking ahead, the Bobcats have a strong
group prepared for next weekend’s ECAC
Championships at Williams. In addition to
Godsey, Wanless, Dutton, and Creswell, Bates
will send Kathryn Moore, Sarah Tressel, and
Kirby Sabra to Williamstown, Mass.
Moore will compete in the 3000-meter stee¬
plechase while Tressel and Sabra will be in
jumping events. Sabra hopes to shake off any
rust accumulated from a nagging hamstring
injury while competing in the triple jump,
while Tressel hopes to continue the success she
has had in recent weeks in the high jump.
“Sarah just set a career best at the New
England Division III Championships two
weeks ago, and should be strong,” said Court.
Further down the line are the NCAA
Division III Championships, where Bates looks
to improve upon a 14th place finish in 2003.
The one-two punch of Godsey and Wanless in
the weight events is sure to be a strong point for
the Bobcats.
Godsey, the top seed after placing 3rd at
Nationals last year, has already surpassed the
NCAA Division III Meet record by more than
ten feet.
Perhaps more important at an event which is
so widespread and elite in its competition, is
her strength in her other two events: she is
ranked eighth nationally in both the discus and
shot put.
As always, she will not be alone in the shot
put, where Wanless holds the number one rank¬
ing, and will be competing alongside her.
Coming off a first place finish at Indoor
Nationals, Wanless looks to be positioning her¬
self for a strong Outdoor meet.
“Liz already has claim to the indoor NCAA
Meet record. She is throwing two feet beyond
the NCAA III Outdoor Record and was 2nd at
the NCAA outdoor meet last year, but with this
year’s success she is hoping for another
Championship title,” said Court.
The NCAA Championships will be held at
Milliken College, Illinois on May 27.

You’ve heard the criticisms: Anyone can run.
You don’t have to be coordinated. It’s not real¬
ly a team, it’s all about individuals. They’re
not really athletes.
Ironically, the people who make these com¬
ments are the same individuals whose seasons
ended a week or two ago. Year in and year out,
the men’s track program shines as the standard
for success at Bates, in the NESCAC, and
across the country.
The team, ranked sixth in the May 2 nation¬
al poll, has qualified nine athletes for the
NCAA championships (the same number
required to field a baseball team).
Coordination, comradery, and quickness?
These elements are only the beginning of an
explanation for the unparalleled success
demonstrated by the cross country and track
teams during the last eight months.
The outdoor State Championship victory
clinched the triple-crown for Bates (winning
the state team title in all three seasons), and
marked the fourth straight win since their
spring 2003 victory. During the indoor season
Bates picked up third at the Division III New
England Championships and second at
ECAC’s, a meet featuring all Division I, II, and
III schools from New Jersey to Maine. A sec¬
ond place finish awaited the team after record-

breaking performances at the outdoor
NESCAC and Division III New England
Championships. The team has broken four
school records indoors (shot put, pole vault, 4 x
400m relay, and 600m) and three outdoors
(pole vault, 4 x 400m relay, and 400m hurdles).
“I think the strength of this team is going to
be reflected in the National Power Rankings,”
explained head coach A1 Fereshetian. “This is
a system that measures the strength of a team
by looking at a two deep performance listing of
every event. This system gives us the chance to
see how we compare with the rest of the nation
in a head to head format that covers the full
spectrum of the team and not just the elite com¬
petitors at the national level. A sixth-place
ranking is truly a credit to the hard work that
has been put in by the athletes and coaching
staff.”
The success of the individual athletes on this
stellar squad is the force behind the team titles.
Joel Colony (55m, 100m) and Dustin Gauthier
(35-lb. weight throw, shot put) led a pack of fif¬
teen Bobcats as they notched repeat individual
state victories in the indoor and outdoor sea¬
sons. Colony and Matt Ondra (pole vault) set
new meet records with their wins at the spring
championships. Gauthier (shot put), Ondra,
and Scott Cooper (weight throw) earned ECAC
titles and Joel Anderson (3,000m) was first at
Div. Ill’s during the indoor championship seaSee NEW ENGLANDS, p.10

BATES HOSTS MEN’S
TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS

by LYNN WORTHY

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Starting Wednesday Bates College and
Wallach Tennis Center will be invaded by the
nation’s top Division III men’s tennis players
and troves of tennis fans (widely known as the
rowdiest fans of any college sport).
Bates sophomore Will Boe-Wiegaard will be
competing as part of the field for the individual
title in the Northeast Region.
It was announced in the fall that Bates would
be the host for the NCAA Division III Tennis
Championships. The tennis championships will
mark the fourth NCAA championships that
Bates has hosted in the school’s history. In
1999 and 1976 the NCAA Skiing
Championships took over the campus and in
1985 the Division III Men’s and Women’s
Indoor Track Championships were held here at
Bates.
The Championships field will consist of 32
singles competitors vying for the right to be
crowned national champion as well as 16 dou¬
bles pairs in search of national doubles titles,
and eight schools competing for the team title.
The team championships begin on May 12, and
continue through May 14. Individuals begin
competition on May 15 and continue through
May 17.
Schools represented in the team champi¬

onships will be Emory, Gustavus Adolphus,
Mary Washington, Middlebury, Trinity (Tex.),
Washington (Mo.), UC Santa Cruz, and
NESCAC member Williams.
The brackets for the singles championships
are not released in their entirety until the open¬
ing day of singles competition. Boe-Wiegaard
is the two-time NESCAC singles champion,
knocking off Nate Edmunds of Middlebury.
Over the course of the season Boe-Wiegaard
compiled a record of 18-10. Last year he gar¬
nered All-American honors after advancing to
the second round of the NCAA tournament.
Boe-Wiegaard will be trying to become the first
individual champion in Bates College history.
Bates has had several individual competitors in
the NCAA championships in the past, includ¬
ing current head coach Paul Gastonguay.
Other NESCAC competitors include
Edmunds and Brian Waldron from Middlebury,
Macafee Burke of Bowdoin, Trinity’s Brian
Marsden, Andrew Murray from Williams, and
Rifat Perahya of Tufts in the singles division.
Amherst, Middlebury, and Williams will
each have competitors in the field of 16 fight¬
ing for the doubles championships.
More information on the championships is
available through the Bates College Sports
website
at
http://www.bates.edu/ncaatennis.xml.

